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ABSTRACT.   On a Riemannian symmetric space of noncompact type we

introduce a generalization of the Poisson kernel which may be used to gen-

erate simultaneous   eigenfunctions of the invariant differential operators with

eigenvalues not  necessarily zero. We investigate the boundary behavior of .

our generalized Poisson integrals, extending to them many of the Fatou-type

theorems known for harmonic functions.

Introduction. A classical theorem of Fatou states that a bounded measurable

function on the circle is equal to the nontangential limit of its Poisson integral

almost everywhere. Kora'nyi in [12] and   [13] (cf. also  [11]) has defined several

types of admissible convergence of a function on a Riemannian symmetric space

of noncompact type to a function on any Furstenberg-Satake boundary of that

symmetric space and has proven the analogous theorem for semirestricted admis-

sible convergence, extending a result of Helgason and himself  [8] for radial

convergence. In the case of a symmetric space of rank one, the result had also

been proven in a more complicated manner by Knapp [10J; in this case the theorem

extends easily to all integrable functions on the (in this case unique)   boundary

and even to finite regular signed measures on the boundary. (By pointwise con-

vergence to a measure almost everywhere we understand pointwise convetgence

almost everywhere to its Radon-Nikodym derivative.) Some extension of the

theorem for arbitrary noncompact symmetric spaces to function spaces on the

boundary which are larger than  L°° has been carried out recently by Lindahl

[14].

The Poisson kernel, whose integrals against functions  (or, more generally,

measures, distributions, etc.) on the maximal Furstenberg-Satake boundary generate
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harmonic functions on the symmetric space, is only one example of a type of ex-

ponential kernel which can be used to generate simultaneous eigenfunctions of

the invariant differential operators on the symmetric space; namely, kernels of

the form  e_('x+w   (g , where  H denotes the projection on the abelian part

of the Iwasawa decomposition, p denotes the half-sum of the positive restricted

roots, and À is any complex linear function on the Cartan subspace   a. (precise

definitions to be given in   §1). (The Poisson kernel corresponds to the case

À = — ip.) Karpelevic  [9] (as, in a less precise way, also Furstenberg [2]) has

proven that every nonnegative eigenfunction of all invariant differential operators

is the integral with respect to some finite positive regular measure on the max-

imal boundary of such an exponential kernel with A £ - i5%, where  "5* is the

closed positive Weyl chamber.  (À determines the eigenvalues.) In the rank-one

case Helgas on  [6] has proven that  every eigenfunction of all invariant differen-

tial operators is the integral of such   an exponential kernel with À £ a* - z'ä* with

respect to some  "functional"  on the boundary, although he has characterized the

boundary functionals which occur only in the case of the noneuclidean disc. (In

that case they are the analytic functionals.)

One is prompted to study the boundary behavior of the eigenfunctions of the

invariant differential operators obtained from these more general integrals. Since

the integral gotten from the function constant 1   on the boundary is some

spherical function, which we denote by cS^, it is natural to divide the eigenfunc-

tion by  <p.  and to ask whether this ratio converges in some sense to its boundary

values.  This question was first asked by Helgason.  In   [7] he states that in the

case of the noneuclidean disc the Fourier coefficients of the above-mentioned

ratio on any circle centered at the origin approach the Fourier coefficients of the

boundary analytic functional as the noneuclidean radius of the circle approaches

infinity, where  À = 0 (in Helgason's notation, p = lA) or À £ a*- z'a* (in his

notation, Re p > Vi). Of course, a stronger form of convergence is desirable, at

least for the integrals of elements of some  "nice" function spaces on the

boundary. Helgason, in an unpublished manuscript, does prove radial conver-

gence of the ratio under consideration to its boundary value at a point of continu-

ity of a bounded measurable function on the maximal boundary of any noncompact

symmetric space for À £  a*- z'a* (in the rank-one case, also for À = 0). The

proof is contained essentially in that of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 of Chapter IV of

[6].

In this paper we shall extend the above result of Helgason for radial con-

vergence at points of continuity to unrestricted admissible convergence at

Lebesgue points  (in particular, almost everywhere). In the case of spaces of

rank one and their products, and for some values of À even in the general case,
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we shall also extend Helgason's result for L°° to larger function spaces.

In §1  we define the generalized Poisson kernel, develop some of its prop-

erties, and use them to prove some  "soft"  Fatou-type theorems (for continuous

functions, and for convergence in function-space topologies). In  §2 we establish

those results for pointwise unrestricted admissible convergence almost every-

where which are known for arbitrary symmetric spaces of noncompact type. In §3

we discuss the additional results known for products of spaces of rank one.

1.  Generalized Poisson integrals. Let X be a Riemannian symmetric space

of noncompact type; G, the connected isometry group of  X;   K, the isotropy group

of the point  o £ X.  Letting  9, i denote the Lie algebras of G and  K, respec-

tively, we can form a Cartan decomposition of   9: 9 = Ï + f).  Let a  be a maximal

abelian subspace of   )ß.  Introduce an ordering in   d*, the dual of   a, and let  Tt

and   Tt, respectively, denote the sums of the eigenspaces of  adAo-) corresponding

to the positive and to the negative eigenvalues. We can form the Iwasawa decom-

positions   g = Ç + a + tt,  G = KAN, where A and  N ate the analytic subgroups

of  G corresponding to the subalgebras   & and  Tt, respectively, of  9- For g £ G,

we shall write  kig), Hig), nig) to denote the elements of  K, a, and N, respec-

tively, such that g = kig)exp Hig)nig). If M is the centralizer of a  in  K, then

K/M = G/MAN is the maximal Furstenberg-Satake boundary of X. There is a

unique   /C-invariant probability measure on  K/M; we denote it by dk^. We denote

the set of positive eigenvalues of ad9(<x) by Q    and their half-sum (with multi-

plicities) by p. We let  P+ = {a £ Q+\ V2a $ Q+\. We let   a* = {a £ a*|

(Va e P )(a, fi) > 01, where  ( , )  is the bilinear form on   a* dual to the Killing

form of  g  on  a. (We also write   a+ for ¡/7 £ a| (Va € P+)a(/7) > 0|.)

For  X £  a*    the complexification of   Ct*, we write

^^■o)-^K/Me-^^-l^dkM,

Pxig - o, kM)= [cbxig • ^-le-UX+PUtKe-h))

wherever  cb^ig • o) fi 0.  It is clear that  cb^ and   P^ are well-defined functions on

X and X^ x K/M, respectively, where  X^ = ¡x e X| cb^ix) fi 0}. If /is an inte-

grable function on   K/M, we shall write

FA(X)=/K/MPA(X'MVUM)^M'

for x £ Xx. Sometimes we shall, abusing the notation slightly, indicate a mea-

sure, or even a distribution, on  K/M also by fikM)dk^, in which case the inte-

gral of  Pxix> kM) with respect to fikM)dkM will still be denoted by  F^(x).

For À £  a*- z'a*., Harish-Chandra  [4] has derived an asymptotic formula for

cf> , as follows:
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(1.1) cßAka . o)~c(A)e(zX-p)(l0«a)    as  a -+ + «,,

provided that   \c(X)\ < oo, where  c is some meromorphic function on   a*    (Here

and in the sequel k £ K, a £ A,  log denotes the inverse of expg|„, and the nota-

tion a —► + oo means  (Va e P )a(log a) —> + oo. Note that  (p\ iS ^-invariant.)

The function c(A) has been computed by Gindikin and Karpelevic   [3] and is

given by the formula

(1.2) _(,i    a   >
r«zA,a0»2   <a'   0>

° aeP + T(VAxAm^ 1 +(z'A, a0)))r(1/4(^272a+m2a+ (z'A, aQ))'

where  N is the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to  rt,  cQ is some constant,

a   = a/ (a, a), and  »za denotes the multiplicity of a. Since   (z'A, a) > 0, we

have in fact that 0 < |c(A)| < aa. The integral in (1.2) is absolutely convergent.

In the case rank X = dim a = 1, Harish-Chandra  [4, p. 302] gives an explicit

formula for <f>x m terms of the hypergeometric function  F:

cpAka . o)=FQ4 (ma + 2m2a - 2iX(HQ)), Y4 (ma + 2m2a + 2i\(HQ));

V2(ma+ m2a + l); - (sinh a(log a))2)

where   a. is the unique element of  P ,  HQ £  a such that  a(r/0) = 1. This formula

permits us to determine the asymptotic behavior of cS^ as  a —» + oo also for

A = 0. Namely, an application of formula (18) or (19) on p. 63 of  [l] yields

r(V2(ma+m2a+l))2V2(ma^2a)
(1.3)        ó Aha ■ o)~- a(Iog a)e-p{h* a).

^° V(V4(ma + 2m2a))m(ma+2)) *

By substituting formula  (1.1) or  (1.3) into the definition of   PA, we obtain

(C  e^P-iMUoe a)e-UX+P)W(a~ k)) ^e   a* _ ¿a*,

|c0[aÜog a)Ylep{{°* «V*««-1*»       A = 0, rank X = 1,

as  a —» + oo, where  Cx is a nonzero constant depending on A. (In particular,

a • o £ X^  whenever  a(log a) is big enough for each  a £ P  .)

Now we shall prove a lemma which will enable us to replace   o in (1.4) by

an arbitrary x £ X.

1.1   Lemma. // we write a • x = ¿'a' . o,  k' £ K, a' £ exp a+, then as

a —► + «j, k M —» eM and a —► + oo.

(1.4)     Px(a ■ o, kM)

Proof. By an Iwasawa decomposition we may write x = n^a • o, n^ £ N,

a. £ A. Then a • x = añ^j . o = ñaaax ■ o. (Hete and in the sequel we use t

notation gh = hgh'1.) Lemma 50 of  [5] states that, for ñQ £N, aQ £ A, if
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nQaQ ■ o £ KaQ K, aQ  £ exp ä+, then lima _.00 (log aQ - log aQ) = HinQ), and it

follows from the proof (e.g., by applying Dini's theorem to the convergent net on

the bottom of p. 604, which is obviously monotonically decreasing) that the con-

vergence is uniform for nQ in a compact subset of N. Now take nQ = nq, a(¡=aaí.

As  a —» + oo, tz0 —> e and aQ —» + co. By uniformity (since  «0 is eventually in

a compact subset of  N), we may interchange limits and obtain that a   —» + oo as

a —» + oo. Now, by compactness of  K/M,  k M has an accumulation point as

a —► + oo. We shall show that the only possible accumulation point of  k M is   eM,

and hence that  k M —► eM.  Indeed, for  kQM fi eM,

dia - x, kQa' ■ o) > dia ■ o, kQa' ■ o) - dia . x, a ■ o) = dia ■ o, kQa' ■ o) - dix, o),

which is eventually greater than some positive quantity as  a —» + oo because  X

has nonpositive curvature.

We are now prepared to prove the main lemma of this section.

1.2  Lemma.   Let À £ Ct* — z'ct*..  The kernel P.   has the following proper-

ties:

(i) For x £ Xx,  kQ £ K;  kQ . x £ Xx and PxikQ ■ x, kQkM) = Px(x, kM).

(ii) For x £ Xx,  jK/M Px(x, kM)dkM = 1.

(iii) There exists a constant Mx such that, for each x £  X, as a —► + oo

we have eventually  fK/M \P\ia ■ x> kM)\dk„ < M^.

(iv) For any neighborhood U of eM  in  K/M,  x £ X,

al™eof«™-"lPxia'X'kM)]dkM=°-

If tank x - 1 these properties hold also for À = 0.

Proof,  (i) and  (ii) follow immediately from the definition of   P. .

To prove (iii), we let  r¡ £ a* such that À £ a* - z'rj. Then

\Pxia ■ x, kM)\ = \cbAa . x)\~ V_;7)(« ■ *. kM)

= \<bx(a' . o)\~lcb_.via' . o)P_.via . x, kM)

~ |c(A)|_1c(- irj)P_ivia ■ x, kM)    as  a —>+ oo

by (1.1) and Lemma 1.1   (where a   is as in Lemma 1.1). Thus by (ii) we may

take  M^ to be any number greater than   |c(A)|~  c(- in).

By Lemma 1.1, (i), and the   K-invariance  of dk^, it is enough to prove  (iv)

for x = o. To do so we transfer the integration from  K/M to N. By a lemma of

Bruhat and Harish-Chandra, the map n —> kin )M is a diffeomorphism from N on-

to an open dense subset of K/M. According to Lemma 44 of  [4], this map has

Jacobian equal to  e~   'D(   (n    , if the Haar measure on  N is normalized suitably.

Let  V = \ñ e Ñ| kiñ) £ U\. Then, for A £ a* - ia*, by (1.4),
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üm     f   . \PAa ■ o, kM)\dkM =    lim   [\p(a ■ o, k(W)M)\e-2pWn))dn

r i
=     lim    IC   \e^P-VWoBa)¡_       e-fP-W)(H<«    «»We^/OMB^-

a-.+oo '    Al ^ N-V

=    lim   |CJe2^lo«a)f-       e^*1»««*" ))grt-/?)(H(«))¿-
a^+oo'    Al •'N-V

since clearly  W(gi) = H(gk(h)) + H(h) and W(ga) = H(g) + log a. Now we choose

8 such that 0 < 8 < 1, p - S77 e a*.. We have that

_ -1
lim      f   , IP. (a -o, ^M)|a,ifeM<|C1|e2^lo«a)r-      e"^^«"«"*    »¿ñ

a^ + oo J K/M-U  '    x 'I      M - 1    XI J/V-V

zV-\/a"

(We have made the change of variable  « —> « a, which has Jacobian e ~      °e "'

(cf. [12, Theorem 2.6]).)

Since   Va_1 — ¡V as  a —, + 00, and  e~(p*s v) (H(" }) is integrable by the

absolute integrability in (1.2), we have  lima_t + 00Ia/M-u^X^a ' °' &M)\dkM = ^"

For rank X = 1,  A = 0, an explicit formula of Helgason [7, Chapter III, Corol-

lary 1.18] yields

e-p(H(.a~lk(ñ)))

Í1-5) r .        lvl2       .  Ivl2 -|}4(iBa+2iB2a)

= e'
-

_(1 + re2a(1°8 «>|X|2)2 + 4re4a(l0« a)|Y|2

where  « = exp X exp Y,  X e g_a,   Y e g_2a (where   Qß denotes the  ß eigen-

space of ad9(a)),  \Z\ = B(Z, QZ)Vl for Z e ñ (where  B is the Killing form of

and 6 is the symmetry), r = [4(ma+ 47?22a)]-1. It follows from (1.4) that

PAa . o, k(ñ)M)

(1.6) ~C0[a(loga)]-1e2p(lo«8)

l+r|X|2+4r|Y|2

|_(1 + re2<x(loga)|X|2)2+4re4a(loga)|y|2

Since  2p = (ma + 2m2a)a,

, 2p(\og a)

]

c
,[" (l+r|Xj2)2+4lY|2 "I

\_(l + re2a(l^a)\Y\2)2 +4re4^0^a)\Y\2\

^(7na+27722a)

remains bounded as  «—►+», uniformly for  n  £ N - V.  Thus   PQ(a • o, k(n )M)

approaches  0 as  a —» + 00, uniformly for n  £ N - V.  In particular,
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lim     f-        \PAa . o, kiñ)M)\e-2p{H{n))dñ = 0.
a— + oo J N — V

Since X^ is   /(-invariant (Lemma 1.2(i)), we can consider, for a function F

on X^ and a point x £ Xx, the function Fx on  K defined by  Fxik) = F(/e • x).

If fikM)dk„  is a distribution on   K/M, we can define a distribution / ik)dk on   K

by

SK 8Wik)dk =  /k/m [Jm 7ikm)dm~]fikM)dkM,

fot g   any test function on   K.  It is clear that if / is a measure  (respectively: an

Lp function, a continuous function) so is / . Using this notation we can now

state a  "soft"  Fatou-type theorem:

1.3  Theorem.  Let À £  a* - z'a*. or tank X = 1,  À = 0.  For any x £ X,

lim Fa • x = J
a->+ oo '

(i)  uniformly,  f £ CiK/M),

(ii) in  LP(K), f £ LpiK/M), 1 < p < oo,

(iii) weak* against  L^K), f £ L°°iK/M),

(iv) weak* against  C(K), f a finite regular signed measure on  K/M,

(v) weak* against C°°(K), f a distribution on  K/M.

Proof. We omit the details of the proof, since the theorem follows from

Lemma 1.2 by standard methods of harmonic analysis  (cf.   [16, Chapter XVII,

Theorems  (1.20), (1.23)]).

2.  Admissible convergence. We now cite, for the case of the maximal bound-

ary  K/M only, Kora'nyi's definition of unrestricted admissible convergence. (In

this case unrestricted and semirestricted admissible convergence as defined in

[13] coincide.)

For  Tea and  C a compact subset of X, a  truncated unrestricted admis-

sible domain at the boundary point   kM is a set of the form

â^(kM) = {ka ■ x\ log a - T £ â + ,  x £ C\.

A function  F on  X is said to converge admissibly and unrestrictedly to a

value   L at  kM if, for every  C compact in X and  e > 0, there exists a  T (de-

pending on  C and  e) such that, for all x e dJ.ikM),  |F(x) - L\ < e.

It is clear that unrestricted admissible convergence at kM does not depend

on the choice of k in the coset  kM. A group-invariance property for unrestricted

admissible convergence is proven in  [12, Proposition 4.1].

Given a function / on   K/M we may define a function /,  on  N by f An) =

f(kin)M). We say that  n Q  is a   Lebesgue point of  /j  if

lim    -l--    f      |/ («„a )-/.(« „)| ¿5* = 0
«- + «> mes (Va) -V
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for some  (hence any) compact neighborhood  V of e in N. According to [13, §3,

Corollary 2], if /j £ LP(N), 1 < p < oo, then almost all points of N ate Lebesgue

points of /j. Since  k(N)M is of full measure in  K/M, and since the property of

being a Lebesgue point is a local property, if / £ LP(K/M), 1 < p < oo, almost all

points of  K/M ate of the form  k(n)M with n   a Lebesgue point of /,. We shall

call such points Lebesgue points of /. For / £ L°°(K/zVI) we shall prove a Fatou-

type theorem at Lebesgue points of /.

First, however, we prove a lemma which will be useful throughout this paper

to extend results from radial or orispherical radial convergence to admissible

convergence. This lemma appears to simplify all proofs of admissible conver-

gence, even for the harmonic case  (e.g., the results of [12], [13], and  [14]), and

to give some insight into the reason for considering this type of convergence.

2.1 Lemma. Let C be a compact subset of X, X £ a* - z'a* or tank X = 1,

A = 0. Then there exists a constant C. c (depending on A and C alone) such

that for all k £ K, x £ C,

\Px(g ■ x, kM)\ <CX  c\Px(g ■ o, kM)\

whenever g e G is of the form g = k.ak-  &., k2 £ K;  log a - T £  a+, for some

Tea (depending on A and C).

Proof.

|PA(g -x, kM)\\Px(g ■ o, kM)\~l

= (\<Px(g ■ o)\\<px(g .,)|-l)|e-«X+P)(H(g'-1«-H(8-1«)|,

where  g   is such that g   • o = g ■ x. We proceed to estimate each factor of the

right-hand side of (2.1).

If g = k^ak2,  k2 ■ x = n jOj . o,

\<Px(g ■ o)\ \^Ag • xt1 = \<t>¿* • o)\ |¿A(«« !«,. • o)\-1

= \<f>x(a ■ o)\ \<px(ñe[aal . o)\~l = \cf>x(a . o)||^(a'. o)\~l,

where  a   £ exp "5+ is such that

72 ?aa1  • o £ Ka  ■ o.

By Lemma 50 of  [5] and the remark on uniformity in the proof of Lemma 1.1,

since  ñ.  and a,  are confined to compact sets when x is, and by  (1.1) or (1.3)

as appropriate,   \<px(g • o)\ |</>xCg • *)|~     is bounded, for log a - T e  a+ for

suitable  T £ a + , by any constant exceeding

(¿A-/0)(H(n1)+loga1)
Max \e | •

5(t7. , a. )\n~2a. ■ o e K • C for some 72 -, e n j       +1
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Now, g'~  g belongs to the compact set D = {g £ G\o £ g ■ C\.

H(g'-lk) - H(g~1k) = Hig'-lgkig-lk)) £ HiDK).

Thus   |e-6A^KH(8'-^)-H(g-^))|  ¡s bounded by  Kfax, eDKKUU '^"l ■

We are now prepared to prove the principal result of this section.

2.2  Theorem,  (i) Let f £ L°°iK/M), kQM be a Lebesgue point of f, X £  a* -

¿a*..   Then F»   converges admissibly and unrestrictedly to f at  k„M.  (In partic-

ular,  F.   converges admissibly and unrestrictedly to f at almost all points of

K/M.)

(ii) // rank X = 1 this result holds also for X = 0 and holds for all finite

regular signed measures on K/M.  (By a Lebesgue point of a measure v, we mean

a point  kin AM for which

1 r -
lim    -   I _     a \dv(kin )) - Ldn I = 0

■- + « mes iVa)  Jn0V

for some   L;  and in that case the convergence is to the limit L.)

Proof.  According to  [12, Proposition 4.2], Fx  converges admissibly and un-

restrictedly to f ikin 0)M) at  kin 0)M if (and, in fact, only if) for every  e > 0 and

every compact subset  U of N there exists a  T £  a   (depending on  ( and  U)

such that   |F^(%) - f ikiñ0)M)\ < e whenever

x £ rJjiñQ) = {x £ ñQaU ■ o\ a £ A,  log a - T £  a+|.

For x e ?2 QaU ■ o,  log a - T £ a+ for a suitable  T, we have, by Lemma 2.1,

|Fx(x)-/(*(«0)Al)| <  fK/M \fikM)-fikiWQ)M)\ \Pxix, kM)\dkM

^CX,U.o fK/M \fikM)-fikin-0)M)\\Pxiñ0a . o, kM)\dkfA

= CX, u ■ o\<P¿%a . o)\-XJk/m \fikM) -fikiñ0)M)\ |e-^><"<"~^VV

By transferring the integration to  N and applying the properties of the W-function

as in the proof of Lemma 1.2, we find, after changing the variable   n   to  n »zz,

that this is equal to

CKu.y^°z<»\\<bxiñQa.o)\-l

■ f~N IW-WiM ^^-^^"o^^! ^-(zA.P)^«-1»,^A^xm«»^.

To prove  (i) we note that, for  X e  a* - zu*, by (1.1) and Lemma 50 of  [5]

(mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1.1), this is bounded, for a suitable choice of

T, by
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, u e2P(l0S ̂h l/i<«o« ) - /iM |«-«À+'wfi*"I>'| |e«*-/»XHff))| dñ,MX

where  M.   ,, is any constant exceeding

CKU,o\cW)\^\e{P-Ík)m"0))\   Max   |e<«A-/»Cff<*»l.

g e «qK

As in the proof of Lemma 1.2 (iv),

(2.2) IFA(XW<*(*0M|

< A,a> ö e2A.(log a)j_ |/i(-o-} _ ^^jj.-ip+fcjXHS--1,^.

We decompose the integral in (2.2) into an integral over  V    and an integral over

the rest of N, where   V is a compact neighborhood of e in  N.
-1

e2p(loga)f_ \f(»ñ)- fiñJle-V+^MG"    »dñ
N-V

< 211/Il     f-       e-C+S'.
-     II'   "ooj N_v

$ri)(H(n))-

2MX,U

fot a suitable choice of  V because the integral converges.

But j

e2p(log a)    f       |/i(-o-} _ fi{ño)]e-(P+oV)(H(n-a~  )) ¿-

<e2^(loga)J   ̂ ffi^-f^^Jg

mes (V7)i r  i/(««)_/(« )|<^<.
mes (Va) ->v<a *     " 2MXi(/

for a suitable choice of T, by the definition of Lebesgue point. Therefore

\Fx(x)-f(k(n0)M)\ <e.

To prove  (ii), we let rank X = 1,  V be a compact neighborhood of e in N,

and, for suitable  a„ £ A, we estimate the integral

f \f(kM)dkM-LdkM\\Px(x, kM)
' k(ñ0Va°)M

= f ao\f(ñ0n)dW -Ldñ\\Px(x, k{ñQñ)M)\
2P{H(nQn))

as in the proof of (i), using the fact that n Q is a Lebesgue point of /j, where L

is as in the definition of Lebesgue point.  (For / a function, L = f(k(nQ)M) a.e.)

(in this case, since  dim a = 1, an easy generalization of the classical Hardy-

Littlewood maximal theorem (cf. [16, Chapter XVII, (3.5) and  (2.1)]) yields that
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almost all points are Lebesgue points even for  L    functions and for finite regular

signed measures.)

We estimate the integral over the rest of K/M as follows:

f a     \fikM)dkM - LdkM\ \Px(x, kM)\
K/M-k(n0V °)M

(2.3)

<CX,U.of a0     \fikM)dkM-LdkM\\Pxih-0a.o,kM)\.
K/M-k(nQV    )M

By a suitable choice of T we can make  n Qa ■ o = k a   ■  o with  k   £ W, where

W C kin~0Va°)M.  Then the expression (2.3) is bounded by

(24)     CX,U.o\ sup |Px(a'.o.fl!)||

' \\osa'-Tea+; IeW'1 (K/M-kin QV °)M) )

■iL + \\fikM)dkJv),

where   |!  ||    denotes the variation norm. But, for À = 0 by (1.6), and for À =

(zz - iv)a, v > 0, by a similar application of (1 .4) and (1.5) which yields

Pxia . o, kiñ)M)

(2.5)

q  g2/3(log a) (l + r|X|2)2+4r|Y|2
!4 (m _ + 2m, „ + 2z [u-iv] )'2 a

|(l + re2a(loga)|X|2)2+4re4a(loga)|y|2

where notations are as in (1.5), we see that the supremum in (2.4) may be made

as small as desired.

While the local result of Theorem 2.2(i) for Lebesgue points cannot be gen-

eralized for arbitrary-rank spaces to  LP(K/M) fot any finite p (cf. [16, at the

top of p. 305]), there is some hope for a global result asserting unrestricted

admissible convergence on some unspecified set of full measure. A result in

this direction, but with severe restrictions on both À and  p, follows. A more

complete result for products of rank-one spaces will be shown in the next sec-

tion.

2.3  Theorem.   Let H.  be the element of  a+ for which ß(H A = 1 ¡or every

simple restricted root ß, pQ = 2piHQ) - 1, / € LP(K/M) O LliK/M) for some

p > pQ.   Let X £ - ip + a* - z'ä*..  Then Fx   converges admissibly and unrestrict-

edly to f almost everywhere.  If X = SL(«, R)/SO(n), this result holds for p >

[n /A] - 1. (By a simple restricted root we mean a positive eigenvalue of adfl(a)

which is not the sum of two positive eigenvalues of adg(ct).)

Proof. The theorem for the harmonic case  (À = - ip) is proven by Lindahl

[14], using maximal function estimates.  From  (1.4) we have, for A £ a* - ici*,,
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-1

PAa ■ o, k(n-)M) ~ C,e2p{l°e a)e-(ix+PHmna    >-"<»»

Since  H(ña     ) - H(ñ) = r7(a~ ^(tT)) + log a e (a.*)* for tz £ exp a+ by Lemma 35

of   [4], it follows immediately that, for  AQ £  a* - z'a* ,  A £ AQ + a* - z"ä*, as

a —► + oo we have eventually

|P.(a . o, k(h~)M)\ <C        \P    (a . o, k(n)M)\,
A Aq.a1   Ao

where  C,     .  is any constant exceeding   |CX| |CA   |~   . Setting  AQ = - ip—and, of

course, using Theorem 1.3(i) in place of the corresponding theorem for A = - z'p—

we can now extend the proof of Lindahl to our more general case.

3.   Products of spaces of rank one.  In the case of a symmetric space of rank

one, the asymptotic behavior of the kernel  P.   is known quite explicitly for

A £  a* - ¿a^ (2.5) and for  A = 0 (1.6).  Also available in the rank-one case but

not in general is a maximal theorem of Knapp [10, Theorem 5.1], which we shall

state shortly after introducing some required notation.

For ñ £ Ñ we set  |« | = Max{|X|, \Y\Yl\, where  X, Y, |   |, are as in (1.5).

We set  B(R) = \ñ £ Ñ\ \ñ\ < R\. For  kQM £ K/M we set  BR(kQM) = kQk(B(R))M,

0 < R < oo;  B^C/feg/M) = K/M.   One verifies easily that this definition does not

depend upon the representative  zéQ of the coset  kQM.

Fot f £ L  (K/M) we define the maximal function

/*u»w,%r/s»^(ik^>/^''»"'l/UM)|Ä"'

The following lemma is due to Knapp [10, Theorem 5.1]-

3.1 Lemma.   For f £ Ll(K/M), <f > 0,

mes(\M\f*(M)>Ç\)<C'Ç-l\\f\\v

where   C    is a constant (independent of f, ç).

Knapp's lemma has the following corollary, which can be proven by a stan-

dard interpolation method (as in  [15, Chapter 1, Theorem (13.15)(i)]).

3.2 Corollary.  If f £ LP(K/M), Kp<*o, then

f* £Lp(K/M)    and    \\f *\\p < Ap\\f \\p,

where A     is a constant (independent of f).

We now use Knapp's maximal function /* to estimate the generalized Poisson

integrals   Fx  of /, as follows:
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3.3   Lemma.  Let rank X = 1, X = 0 or X £ a* - z'a* , / £ LliK/M), C be

compact in X.   Then for a suitable choice of T idepending on X  and C but not

on  k and f) there exists a constant A.   r independent of k, f) such that

\Fxix)\ <AX  cf*ik.M) for all x £ Q^ikM).

Proof. Since the operator  *   commutes with translations by  K, it suffices to

prove the lemma for  k = e. We write  BR fot BRieM).

For x £ âc(eM), x = a ■ y, y £ C,  log a - T £ ïï+. For a suitable choice

of  T we have, by Lemma 2.1,

(3.1)
\Fx{x)\< fK/M\f{kM)\\px{a-y'kM^dkM

<Cx.cfK/M\f^M)\\P^-o.kM)\dkM.

To simplify notation we shall set t = a(log a). (Hence  a = exp tHQ, HQ as

in Theorem 2.3.) We shall also set X = (zz - iv)a, u = v = 0 or v > 0. From (2.5)

it follows immediately that, for sufficiently large  t, fot v > 0, for some constant

¿A.

(3.2)       |P. (exp tH0 ■ o, kih~)M)\ <

(m   +2m,   )<
. ct. /ct —       .  .

A\e ,      n arbitrary,

Axe-2vt\ñ\-{ma + 2">2a.Jr2v)^       «^

Axe-2vt,       \ñ\>l

From (1.6) it follows that, for sufficiently large  /, for some constant A(

1    (ma+2m2a)z _
A0 '       n arbitrary,

<AA) \P0iexptH0.o, kiñ)M)\<    A0/-1|rT|"(ma+2m2a),       |«|<1
_        »

\AJ~\       \ñ\>l.

In the sequel we shall always assume  / large enough for estimate (3.2) or (3.3)

to hold and   t > 1.

We can now break up the integral on the right-hand side of (3.1) into three

integrals-over the sets  B      , B. - B  _,, and  Bm- B v
e~l       l e

We estimate the integral over B   _   by the first inequality in (3.2) or (3.3).
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/ \f(kM)\\Px(exptH0.o,kM)\dkM'V<
(7n„ + 27n-„)r    r

<AXe 2      fB        \f(kM)\d,
(3.4)

AAmes (B(D)ljnes (B(e~t))]-1 f \f(kM)\dk
B

< Axmes(B(l))[mes(B  _f)]~1 Jß        \f (kM)\dkM < Axmes (B(l))f*(eM).

e

Next we estimate the integral over B^ - Bj  by the last inequality in (3.2)

or (3.3):

(B-B   l/UM)| lPA(exP'W0 • o. kM)\dkM<Axe-2" f     \f(kM)\dkM
(3-5) *

<AAe-27*(eM),

To estimate the integral over B.-B  _   by the second inequality in (3.2)

or (3-3), we must consider separately the cases  v > 0 and  u = v = 0 and must

further subdivide, as follows.

For v > 0,

fB   _ß \f{kM)\ \PX{eXP tH0 ■ °- kMM dkM

€

OO

= Z  fB  B _B \f(kM)\ \PAexptH0 . o, kM)\dkM
7 = 0 1      2i+le-t 2}e-t

<  y> A   e(">a+2m2a>   -<-ma+2m2a+2v)> Ç
—    ̂ * A J i

7=0 2'' + 1e-'

\f(kM)\dkA

(7Ba+2m2a-2v7)
0.6)      = Z Ax2    a-'2^V1'mes (B(l))

7 = 0

.[mes(B(2'+1e-'))]-1/ \f(kU)\dkM
BA+le-t

OO
_ W2a + 2m-, _ — 2v7 «

< £ Ax2 2a       mes (B(l))[mes (B /+, _i)]~1 f |/(/Ui)|

;=0 2     e ^ B2iJAe-t

dkM

~ ma+27B,a-2v,' 2ma+2-2a

<EV 2a      mes(B(l))/*(ezVl) = A-mes (B (1 ))/*(eM).
,=0 l-2-2t/
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f \fikM)\\P0iexptH0.o.kM)\dkM
'ßl-ß  -t

=  £   fB   OB -B l/(Wl)l lP0<eXP íW0 • °-  ¿M)|^M
7 = 0 l       2' + 1e-'       2'«-'

Lz/log 2]+l (m„ + 2m,„)*    -(m- + 2m,„);   f
<      £        A,,*"1«    a      2a 2      a      2a7ß |/UM)|^M

7.0 2'+^-'

tí/log2]+l m       2m

=       Z       Aorl2    a        2ames(B(l))

7-0

(3-7) •[mes(B(2'+1e-'))]-1 f |/(M0|rf*A
*J B    J.I

[z/log2]+l

2;+le-z

<       2 V 2 2ames (B(l))

;=0

hes(B    +1 _<)]-1/B   . I/(^)|^m
2yT   p    -

2,+le-z

< «[«/log 2] + 1 !A0i-12ma+2'"2ames (B(l))/*(eM)

< íl/log 2 +1ÎA 2   a        2ames(B(l))/*(eM).

By combination of the estimates in (3.1), (3-4), (3.5), and (3.6) or (3.7),

the lemma follows.

The preceding lemmas enable us to prove the principal result of this section.

3.4 Theorem.  Let X = IIm=1 X., rank X. = 1.  Let f £ LpiK/M), K p < oo.

Let \= HI?_Au. — iv.)a., where  a.  is the  ismaller) positive eigenvalue of

ad „(ct.), where   a..  is the Cartan subspace of the space  X .,  u . = v . = 0  or v. > 0.
*     i  ' i r ' r z       : i i

Then F.   converges admissibly and unrestrictedly to f almost everywhere.

Proof. Since   L^iK/M) is contained in every  LpiK/M), we may assume

p < oo. Then we may fix  e > 0 and set / = f1 + f2, fl £ CiK/M),  \\f2\\p < el+Up.

Fix  C compact in X, and let x, „ e uM/eM).

For suitable T, independent of kM,   \FAx,M) - f-1ikM)\ < e by Theorem

1.3(i) and Lemma 1.1.

\kM\\F¡ixkM)-f2ikM)\>2c}c{kM\\f2ikM)\>c\ U {kM\ |F2(xfeA1)| > e\.
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mesi{kM\\f2ikM)\ >e\)<e.

Since we may assume that  C is a product  C = W_.C.,   C. compact in  X.;

by iteration of Lemma 3.3, applied to each  X., for suitable choice of  T,

\\F^x^LP{K/M)<Ax_j2i;mikM),

fot some constant A.   _, where       indicates the Knapp maximal operator of the

space  X. acting on / regarded as a function on  K ./M., the maximal boundary of

X., other coordinates of kM being held fixed. By iteration of Lemma 3.2, for some

constant A,
i>'

2t..:\\p<Ap\\f%'
so that

If2(*i,m)|I    „ <A*   rAJI/2L<^   rA¿l + WP-
I    Xv   kM V(/</M)-        '        P P X,C    p

mes ({¿Af | |F2(xfeM)| > e|) < (A^ cAp)*t.

Therefore   |F^(x,    ) - f ikM)\ < 3e except on a set of measure less than

(1 + (AA  cA/)f.

Since   (  is arbitrary and  x,      is arbitrary in  (lAkM), the theorem follows.

In the case  v. > 0 the result of Theorem 3.4 cannot be extended to

f £ L  iK/M). A counterexample can be constructed by the method of  [16, Chapter

XVII, Theorem (2.14)(ii)]. For a more restricted type of convergence, however, a

positive result will be stated below  (Theorem 3-5).

In the case   «.= v. = 0 fot some   i, the boundary behavior of   F,   for

/ £ L  iK/M) remains an open question.

We now give some definitions meaningful in any symmetric space of noncom-

pact type. These definitions in their present fotm are due to Kora'nyi [12, §2].

A  truncated restricted admissible domain at a boundary point  kM with

respect to an element  H £ a+ is a set of the form

iR^ cikM) = U exp tH - x\ t>r, x £ C\

fot some  r £ R, C compact in X.

A function  F on  X converges admissibly and restrictedly with respect to H

to a number  L at  kM if for every  C compact in  X,  e > 0, there exists a number

r such that   |F(x) - L\ < e for all x £ ÍRH cikM). One verifies easily that this

definition does not depend upon the choice of the representative  k of the coset

kM.

By iteration of the estimates  (3.2), one can prove by standard methods of

harmonic analysis the following theorem.
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3.5  Theorem.  Let X = IIm_,X ., rank X . = 1, / be a finite regular signed mea-

sure on  K/M,  A £  a* - z'a* , H £ a + „   Then Fx  converges admissibly and re-

strictedly to f with respect to H almost everywhere.

Remark. Dr. Korányi has recently called to my attention a letter of Lindahl

dated September 6, 1971, which proves Lemma 2.1  for the harmonic case and

suggests the use of this lemma to extend results on orispjierical radial convergence

to admissible convergence. Although Lindahl's proof for this case has priority,

mine is independent. The same letter of Lindahl also mentions results of Knapp

and E. M. Stein improving the conditions on  p in Theorem 2.3 for certain sym-

metric spaces.  In SL(«, R)/SO(ra) the theorem holds for p > n - 2, and in

Sp (2, R)/Í7(2) it holds for p > 2.
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